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Imagine you had the means to plan and deliver a hazard reduction burn in a remote area, in cold
conditions, and with enough control to deliver more ignition-material to the damper south-facing
mountain face, and less to the drier northern aspect. This is what’s going on here using aerial drip
torching in the Indi Range near Khancoban, Kosciuszko National Park.

IT’S FLAMING FABULOUS
If you’ve seen an aerial drip torch (ADT) in action in other settings, you might think
it wasn’t the best fit for the Australian Alps. But you’d be wrong. Just listen to Ian
Dicker (Team Leader Fire) from NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service, and you
soon pick up on how this bit of existing tech is being applied across a mountainous
landscape in a way that’s flexible, effective, even elegant. With a proviso: NPWS are
carefully selecting only skilled, highly-trained staff, with decades of fire
management experience in the Alps to hold the controls. “ADTs let us cover the
burn block faster which makes it very cost effective.” Which is great but in Ian’s
view, by far ADT’s greatest gift is the way it holds the hazard reduction window
open for longer: something everyone’s struggling with. Read on to find out more, or
contact Ian - now before the window closes...
Hazard reduction burning – strategically burning sections of a landscape to reduce the
intensity and impact of future bushfires – isn’t new. Lighting burns from helicopters using
self-igniting spheres containing potassium permanganate and ethylene glycol is common
practice. So why is the aerial drip torch such a great development for anyone managing fire
in the Alps? Spoiler alert: it’s about being able to keep working even when it’s cold and
damp.

Here’s your equipment: a tank (filled with premixed fire starter) that hangs from four cables, seven
metres below a helicopter. A signal travels from a handheld controller down a wire to the arcing
ignition point at one end of the suspended tank.

As a general trend, there’s a push for increased numbers of hazard reduction burns – and
with changing weather and other situations that restrict opportunities to burn, agencies are
facing limited seasonal windows of opportunity. “To successfully light and manage a burn,
temperatures typically need to be in the high teens to mid twenties with humidity in the
forties and a fuel moisture level between 11 and 14 per cent. But by using the aerial drip
torch we can open the window by working when temperatures go as low as 11, humidity as
high as 50 to 60 and fuel moisture up as high as 16 -18 per cent.”

As seen in action from above, the controller can finesse the delivery of flaming mix in a series of
dots, longer dashes or continuous lines as the terrain and moisture content of the fuel load on the
ground dictates. The more knowledgeable the operator, the more fine-tuned the outcome.

A quick comparison between how the incendiary balls and the drip torch work shows why
the drip torch has the upper hand in conditions where successfully lighting a burn might be
difficult. “Typically the balls hit the ground, then ignite and burn at approximately 97°
Celcius for roughly two minutes. The drip fuel is ignited before it hits the ground where it
burns for ten minutes at approximately 232°.” So on a cool day with higher fuel moisture,
the longer and hotter that a ‘starter’ burns, the greater chance it will successfully light up

the landscape. Once alight, the fire consolodates and reduces the fine fuels with low
intensity fire. “We’re actually seeing a lot less scorch and other signs of fire burning above
prescription, and this is while still achieveing our planned broad area coverage using this
technique. It’s giving us good environmental outcomes.”
Regardless of which method is being used, training is key, but perhaps more so with the
hotter burning aerial drip torch. “NPWS have eight people with decades of fire
management who are in the process of being trained in operating aerial drip torch delivery.”
Clearly the tool is great but it’s the operators’ knowledge base that’s taking it to another
level – they know the landscapes and fuels that they’re treating and the way fire behaves in
mountainous terrains. Combining a range of ignition patterns based on the terrain and
fuels, it’s possible to produce fire behaviour to meet the prescription. “Burns were recently
carried out in the Indi Range (Kosciuszko National Park) and McIntyres and Powerline
(both in Brindabella National Park) which were completed faster than normal and got the
thumbs up from ground crews.”

Just mix 200 litres of unleaded fuel with 2 litres of additive and you have a viscous fuel that can be
ignited as it falls to earth. It also has a decent shelf life if you happen mix too much.

Achieving a controlled burn like this, in conditions that are too cold and damp for traditional
methods, is a great outcome.

TELL US YOUR STORY: We are always looking for stories to include in this newsletter.
What’s happening in your part of the Alps? If you’ve built a new bridge, or cleared a track
or installed some new signs, why not send me a photo and a few words. Maybe you just
went for a particularly fabulous walk and would like to share your experience. We accept
stories from staff members, volunteers and members of the general community.
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